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TheNational  Academy of Engineering was  establ ished 
in  December  1964. The Academy i s  independent and auto- 
nomous in  i t s  organizat ion and elect ion of members ,  and 
s h a r e s  in  the responsibi l i ty given the National Academy of 
Sciences under i t s  congress ional  ac t  of incorporat ion to ad- 
v ise  the f ede ra l  government, upon request ,  in a l l  a r e a s  of 
sc ience  and engineering. 
The National Academy of Engineering, aware  of i t s  
responsibi l i t ies  to the government, the engineering corn- 
munity, and the nation a s  a whole, is pledged: 
1. To provide m e a n s  of a s ses s ing  the constantly 
changing needs  of the nation and the technical  r e s o u r c e s  
that  can and should be applied to them; to sponsor p r o g r a m s  
a imed a t  meeting these needs;  and to encourage such engi- 
neering r e s e a r c h  a s  m a y  be advisable in  the national 
in teres t .  
2. To explore m e a n s  for  promoting cooperation in engi- 
neering in  the United Sta tes  and abroad, with a view to se- 
curing concentrat ion on problems significant to society avid 
encouraging r e s e a r c h  and development a imed at meeting 
them. 
3. To advise the Congress  and the executive branch of 
the government, whenever cal led upon by any depar tment  o r  
agency thereof, on m a t t e r s  of national impor t  pert inent  to 
engineering. 
4. To cooperate with the National Academy of Scieiices 
on m a t t e r s  involving both sc ience  and engineering. 
5 .  To se rve  the nation i n  o the r  r e spec t s  in  connection 
with significant problems in  engineering and technology, 
6. To recognize in  a n  appropr ia te  manner  outstandi~ig 
contributions to the nation by leading engineers .  
Foreword 
The National Academy of Engineering established the 
Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board (ASEB) in May 1967 
to advise the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
(NASA) and other government agencies. In consultation. with 
officials of NASA, the Department of Transportation, the 
Federal  Aviation Administration, the Pres ident ' s  Science Ad- 
viser,  certain interested committees of Congress, and the 
National Aeronautics and Space Council, a s  well a s  other 
government and private groups, the Board selected a s  i t s  
f i r s t  topic of study, "Civil Aviation Research and Develop- 
ment: An Assessment of Federal  Government Involvement." 
The Board's  repor t  under that title was published on August 
13, 1968. It summarizes  repor ts  of six ad hoc committees, 
including this repor t  by the Committee on Flight Vehicles 
and Airbreathing Propulsion. 
AS background information for the reader  of the commit- 
tee reports,  the most important conclusions and recommenda- 
tions of the Board a r e  stated below (summary report, pages 
v- vi). 
The Board has concluded that in a favorable 
economic climate civil aviation can continue to 
fluorish; in fact i t  can accelerate i t s  beneficial 
growth i f  a carefully conceived program of plan- 
ning and resea rch  and development aimed spe- 
cifically a t  the civil a i r  t ranspor t  system i s  car-  
r ied  out. 
After considering the multiplicity of factors 
affecting the growth of civil aviation, the Board 
concluded that the three  most  cr i t ica l  factors a r e  
(1) a i rpor t  and support facilities, (2 )  noise, and 
( 3 )  a i r  traffic control. 
The most important recommendation of the 
Board pertains to knitting together more  tightly 
the civil aviation resea rch  and development activ- 
i t ies  of the Department of Transportation, i t s  
rnajor operat ing unit, the F e d e r a l  Aviation Ad- 
ministrat ion,  and the National Aeronautics  and 
Space Administration, and especial ly to dividing 
the i r  responsibi l i t ies  according to capability. 
The DOT should provide the leadership  in  con- 
ducting sys tem s studies to identify, analyze, and 
rank civi l  aviation goals  a s  wel l  a s  the r e s e a r c h  
and development needed to at tain these  goals;  
NASA should be respons ib le  for  r e s e a r c h  and 
development in  a l l  the a r e a s  of impor tance  to 
civil aeronautics;  the FAA should, in  addition 
to operat ing the a i rways  network, be respons i -  
ble for  the s y s t e m s  testing of the resul t ing 
operat ional  concepts and hardware .  
The B o a r d ' s  r e p o r t  a l so  contained many detai led tech- 
n lca l  r ecomn~enda t ions  concerning r e  s e a r c h  and development 
needed to ensu re  the continued growth of civi l  aviation. These  
pertasn to m o s t  of the impor tant  a r e a s  of civi l  aviation, in- 
cluding sys t ems  and specific a r e a s  of flight vehicles ,  a i r -  
c r a f t  operat ions,  a i r  t ra f f ic  control,  a i r p o r t  and support  fa- 
ci i l t ies ,  economics,  and noise.  
The Board  ass igned detai led work  to s i x  a d  hoc com- 
mi t t ee s  covering the above specif ic  a r e a s .  Each committee 
was  composed of knowledgeable m e n  f rom different  p a r t s  of 
the aviation community; the i r  valuable contributions a r e  sin- 
ce re ly  apprec ia ted  by the Board.  
Board  membersh ip  i s  l i s ted  in Appendix I. The Board 
wlshes  to e x p r e s s  i t s  appreciat ion and indebtedness to a 
la rge  number of individuals beyond i t s  membersh ip  with 
whom i t  conferred.  These  a r e  a l so  l i s ted  i n  Appendix I. 
The Board  i s  indebted to the Amer ican  Institute of Aero- 
nautlc s and Astronautics ,  the Amer ican  Society of Civil 
Engineers ,  the Amer ican  Society of Mechanical  Engineers ,  
the Institute of E lec t r i ca l  and Elec t ronics  Engineers ,  and 
the Society of Automotive Engineers  fo r  conducting spec ia l  
studies, making available spec ia l  repor ts ,  and identifying 
meinber s for  part icipat ion in  an  advisory  capacity. The 
cooperat ion of these  soc ie t ies  served  to broaden the ad- 
v:sol-y base.  
The Board  i s  par t icu lar ly  gra tefu l  fo r  the valuable 
assistance provided by the m e m b e r s  of the Ad Hoc Com- 
m;ttee on Flight  Vehicles and Airbreathing Propulsion,  
wl-o a r e  l is ted on the following pages. 
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Introduction 
Organ,ization for Conduct  of t he  Fl ight  V e h i c l e s  
and Airbreathing Propulsion Study 
The members  of the Committee on Flight Vehicles 
and Airbreathing Propulsion were  selected to bring to the 
study a l l  aspects of the field. The co-chairmen, members  
of the ASEB, brought to the committee their  experience in 
the fields of r e s e a r c h  and development, manufacturing, and 
operations of a i r c ra f t  and engines. Advisers were  inchded  
from the field of aerodynamics, safety, control systems,  
corporate and private a i rc ra f t  design and manufacturing, 
V/STOL and helicopter design and manufacturing, and pro- 
pulsion r e s e a r c h  and development. 
Method o f  Conducting the  S tudy  
In preparing this  report, the co-chairmen drew upon the 
advice and counsel of the members  and advisers  and on the 
suggestions offered by a number of other individuals in the 
aeronautics field. Their  views were  consolidated into this  
single r epor t  for  presentation to the ASEB, but in the process  
of editing and consolidation a n  effort was  made to retain the 
essence of each of the contributions. After review a t  a meet- 
ing in  Seattle, Washington, on March 27-29, 1968, the repor t  
was reviewed again by members .  Finally, repor ts  submitted 
by special panels of the AIAA were  studied to determine if 
there  were  additional suggested a r e a s  that would require 
r e s e a r c h  and development efforts. 
In severa l  cases,  the information received included 
comments and recommendations relating to mat te r s  other 
than the technology of vehicles and propulsion, such a s  
operating problems and support facilities. Although these 
comments and recommendations a r e  included in this report, 
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emphasis has  been placed on the vehicle, i t s  propulsion, and 
4, 
their  subsystems.' 
Background 
During the ea r ly  phases of the ASEB study, the discus- 
sions by experts  in the various fields of civil aviation and 
review of Senate Document No. 90, "Policy Planning for 
Aeronautical Research and Development," prepared by the 
staff of the Library  of Congress, identified major  problems 
that a r e  either already restr ict ing the growth of civil avia- 
tion o r  that a r e  expected to l imit  growth of aviation in the 
Suture. Among the problems cited were  congestion of a i r -  
ways and a i rpor t s  with related traffic control difficulties, 
safety, a i rcraf t  noise, and sonic boom associated with 
supersonic flight. Although attention has been given to these 
problems, they st i l l  remain a potential retarding influence 
on the growth of civil aviation. 
Scope of the Sludy 
This survey of flight vehicles and airbreathing pro- 
pulsion problems should be read with the recognition that 
other ad hoc committees were  active in the following areas :  
Aircraft  operations 
Air traffic control 
Airport  and support facil i t ies 
Economics of civil aviation 
Noise 
After a shor t  discussion of overa l l  transportation prob- 
l ems  the repor t  covers separately the flight vehicle and the 
propulsion system. The major a r e a s  considered in the section 
om flight vehicles a r e  vehicle control, aerodynamics, mechani- 
cal  systems,  structures,  and the V/STOL and helicopter 
system development. In the section on the propulsion system, 
- 
*In a number of a r e a s  that the committee has suggested for  
increased r e s e a r c h  and development emphasis, NASA has  
already initiated a program o r  i s  in the process  of increas-  
ing the level of activity. Even so, the committee has chosen 
to include in i t s  repor t  a l l  of these recommendations. 
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the major  a r e a s  considered a r e  engine combustor r e s e a r c h  
and compressor  technology, installed performance of pro- 
pulsion systems, instrumentation and controls for propulsion 
systems,  and fuels. 
In discussing the role of the government in civil aero- 
nautical r e sea rch  and development, comment has  been made 
on each of the a r e a s  considered, but in  so  doing, the intent 
has been to be consistent with the following overa l l  classifi- 
cation of r e s e a r c h  and development activities that may prop- 
e r ly  be undertaken by government agencies. 
1. Applied r e s e a r c h  that exceeds the resources  of pri-  
vate industry but that se rves  a s  a stimulant to the industry 
and provides a source  of fundamental information. The t r a -  
ditional role of the original National Advisory Committee 
for Aeronautics (NACA) was to conduct this type of effort. 
The NACA work was  heavily oriented toward aerodynamic 
resea rch  and was  conducted a t  a time when very few privately 
owned wind tunnels existed in  the country. In the las t  twenty 
years,  la rge  private aerodynamic staffs and test  facilities 
have been developed. Privately owned tes t  facilities a r e  
now important elements in a manufacturer 's  competitive 
posture. Although aerodynamic r e s e a r c h  remains  to be done, 
a rejuvenation of aeronautical activities within NASA wculd 
place g rea te r  emphasis on other a reas .  These other a r e a s  
should include automatic flight control, materials ,  s t ructura l  
c r i t e r i a  and advanced s t ructura l  concepts, and propulsron 
sys tems including noise attenuation. 
Such an expansion of NASA aeronautical activity would 
of course  require  a n  increased budget. However, the pro- 
portion of the NASA budget devoted to aeronautics would be 
smal l  compared to that assigned to space activities. A:- 
though relatively small, this  pa r t  of NASA activity i s  vital 
to the national in teres t  and should receive top NASA rnanage- 
ment attention and support. It should be recognized a s  pri-  
mar i ly  a r e s e a r c h  activity and should not include total system 
management functions such a s  a r e  now incorporated in the 
NASA space organization. The existence of these rnanage- 
ment functions and their  sheer  size may tend to draw both 
management and public attention away from the aeronautics 
r e sea rch  program; thus i t  may require special attention to 
organization and staffing on the aeronautics side to maintain 
an  effective balance. 
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2 ,  Major development programs where private econom- 
i c  resources  and/or motivation a r e  inadequate to achieve 
natronal objectives (e.g., the SST program).  The des i re  for  
government agencies to engage in applied resea rch  to promote 
acd stimulate aviation appears  reasonably straightforward. 
The question of the extent to which the government should 
undertake the management of civil aviation development i s  
much more  complex. It has frequently been suggested that 
NASA should manage the development of civil aviation sys- 
tems in the same manner that they now manage the develop- 
ment of space systems.  Such an approach should be adopted, 
however, only when the p rograms  clearly exceed the re-  
sources of private industry. The mos t  obvious future re-  
quirement for such government action appears  to be in the 
development of an  integrated airway-airport  system that 
accounts fo r  both domestic and international constraints. 
The DOT may be a more  logical government management 
agency than NASA for this case, with NASA involved in the 
supporting r e  search and development. 
Expansion of government management to a l l  new civil 
aviation product development has  been suggested. The 
government-managed "proof-of-concept" approach may be 
desirable to explore developments of questionable practica- 
bility such a s  nuclear-powered airplanes, hypersonic a i r -  
planes, and laminar flow control. However, the government 
should carefully avoid developments that have sufficient 
economic motivation to generate competitive private de- 
velopment. Such private developments have given the 
United States a steadily widening lead over foreign com- 
petitors, whose product development decisions a r e  made by 
government agencies, often with a competitive performance 
and time lag resulting in a lack of acceptance in the inter- 
national market .  
3. P rograms  associated with public welfare. The govern- 
meat must  play the p r imary  role in  establishing regulations 
that affect the welfare of the public, such a s  noise, pollution, 
and safety, The industry should complement this  effort by 
supplying the government with information that allows tech- 
nical and economic considerations to be properly assessed.  
Government regulations and specifications have a powerful 
effect on design concepts and ultimate hardware. Those 
regda t ions  f i a t  control takeoff, landing, flying qualities, etc., 
in such a way a s  to affect  the economics of operation should 
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be based upon sensitivity studies to determine the influence 
of the variables involved. There  i s  a t  t imes  a concern in 
industry that the government may be unable to conduct ade- 
quate studies of the impact of i t s  regulations, with the pos- 
sibility that compliance with regulations may unnecessari ly 
compromise the performance and /o r  economics of the a i r  
t ransport  system. 
4. P r o g r a m s  that require interaction between govern- 
ment agencies. Many future resea rch  and development pro- 
g ram s will require coordination among various governrn ent 
agencies. F o r  instance, the proper balance among noise re-  
striction, land purchase, and air l ine fa re  s t ructures  i s  a 
problem of enormous complexity that can be resolved only 
with participating activity among in ter re la ted  government 
agencies. The development of the airway and a i rpor t  sys -  
t ems  mentioned previously also fal ls  into this  category, 
requiring the interaction of many government agencies. 
Even with the above categories in mind, identification 
of the specific government agency to be involved i s  not al- 
ways obvious. Although the committee has suggested agen- 
c ies  that i t  considered appropriate to c a r r y  out o r  partici- 
pate in  the recommended resea rch  and development, in i t s  
summary repor t  the Aeronautics and Space Engineering 
Board generally chose to omit  any such references.  Thus 
the agencies concerned a r e  given the options of determining 
appropriate implementing activities. 

Discussion of 
Problems and Recommendations 
It i s  the view of the committee that since the vehicle and 
i t s  propulsion a r e  operating in an  overall  transportation sys- 
tem environment, a statement of principal overa l l  system 
problems should be made a s  a background for suggestions in 
specific a r e a s  of r e sea rch  and development. 
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 
On a system basis, the following problem a r e a s  seem to 
be the mos t  pressing.  These problems, i f  not effectively at-  
tacked, could severely constrain the order ly  growth of a i r  
t ransport :  
1. The individual capacities of airways and a i r  traffic 
control, a i rpor ts ,  and ground transportation in relation to 
growing traffic volume. 
2. The capacity of the overall  system to handle the con- 
current  growths of scheduled a i r  t ranspor t  and general  
aviation. 
3 .  The need for  improved technology in a l l  a r e a s  of civil 
aviation in o rde r  to provide m o r e  efficient transportation at  
both short  and long ranges. 
4. The impact of noise and a i r  pollution on the public 
ve r sus  the economic impact of a rb i t r a ry  regulations on a i r  
t ranspor t  economics and growth. 
5. The development of a i r  transportation to provide 
efficient t ranspor t  of cargo throughout the total system. 
6 .  The development of the total a i r  t ranspor t  system 
to better serve  each local community a s  well a s  each 
regional community. 
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TECHNICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
This section of the repor t  i s  divided into two major 
gr=iups, the flight vehicle and the propulsion system. F o r  
the convenience of the reader  not concerned with the whole 
technical field, the subareas of the above groups each in- 
clude a discussion of the principal problems, the state of 
the ar t ,  the resea rch  and development needed, and the sug- 
gested government role. With the background outlined 
under "General Considerations" and the qualifications in  
mind a s  previously stated in the Introduction, llScope of 
the Study," concerning the classification of government 
activity in r esea rch  and development, the committee 
offers the following comments and suggestions in  
those a r e a s  of r e sea rch  and development considered to be 
important to the continued growth and economic health of 
the United States a i r  t ranspor t  system. 
T h e  Flight Vehic le:  Vehicle  Control 
Automatic Flight Pa th  Control 
1. Principal  Problem. Rapidly increasing a i r  traffic 
i s  causing terminal  a i r  space congestion that resul ts  in hold- 
ing delays, excessive ground-controller and flight-crew work 
load, and increasing likelihood of midai r  collisions. Auto- 
matic flight path control and traffic control systems,  a s  well 
as blind-landing systems, lack the precision necessary  to 
provide positive control of t raf f ic  and effective space alloca- 
tion. The present  system fails  to provide for balanced use  
of a i rspace  capacity and terminal  capacity. 
2 ,  State of the Art. Automatic landing sys tems have 
been certificated for Category I1 weather conditions. These 
sys tems a r e  typically dual redundant and, in  the event of 
failure, r eve r t  to a manual control mode with the airplane 
in a t r im condition. Navigational aids a r e  used separately 
ra ther  than a s  pa r t  of an integrated system. Current  over-  
land radio-navigation aids, such a s  VOR/DME,xc provide 
navigation accuracies  of 2 to 4 degrees  in  bearing and about 
60C f t  in distance measurement.  The iner t ia l  navigation 
systems,  which a r e  about to enter  commercia l  service, 
:*Very high frequency omnidirectional rangeldistance 
measuring equipment. 
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will provide a position accuracy of 2 to 10  mi les  after  sev- 
e r a l  hours of operation without updating o r  calibration. This 
inert ial  accuracy i s  essentially the state of the a r t  for long 
overwater flights. 
3. Research and Development. The national a i r  t raf-  
fic control system i s  designed to sequence a i rcraf t  on stan- 
dard  patterns within defined a r r iva l  and departure corridors 
in the terminal  a r e a  and to provide for  clearance on pollit- 
to-point patterns en route. There  are ,  however, many air- 
borne equipment possibilities that a r e  complementary to a i r  
traffic control. Such equipment could provide more  precise  
adherence to an assigned pattern and schedule plan, t h ~ s  
allowing increased traffic density with improved safety, r e -  
duced holding delay, and l e s s  demand on traffzc controllers 
and flight crews.  
Navigation accuracy that would alleviate the problems 
previously discussed i s  about f 300 f t  en route, _+I00 ft Ir the 
terminal  area,  and approximately 25 ft relative to the run- 
way centerline at  touchdown in a blind- landing sztuation. 
Navigation sys tems that employ radio-navigation aids, 111- 
e r t i a l  equipment, and an airborne digital computer to lrn- 
prove accuracy by combining and filtering iteratively sampled 
data can provide the required precision. The computer In 
the system can easi ly provide the means  for storage of pre- 
programmed flight plans, which, with the preclse  navigiztion, 
i s  the key to automatic path guidance. However, laboratory 
development of prototype combined sys tems and fllght zest 
a r e  required. 
Blind landing in Category 111 weather conditions requires  
the development of a fail-operative automatic control system 
that should probably be tr iply redundant and must  include 
suitable equalization o r  mid-value voting logic and fai1ul.e 
warning devices. Laboratory simulations of such systems 
indicate that i t  i s  timely to design and flight-test pratozype 
hardware. It i s  likely that the instrument landlng system 
(ILS) currently installed a t  mos t  major  a i rpor t s  will be 
useful fo r  severa l  m o r e  years,, but eventually a more  reliable, 
flexible, and accurate  replacement will be requlred to achieve 
optimum runway operations r a t e s  under a l l  weather coiiditions. 
In the a r e a  of combined navigation, control, and dlsplay 
systems, the mi l i tary  has supported the ear ly  developments. 
Recently, severa l  flight control system and instrument sup- 
p l iers  have begun commercia l  equipment development and a t  
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leas t  two major  a i rcraf t  manufacturers have undertaken 
sys tems resea rch  and development. Cockpit instrumenta- 
tion making use  of the cathode-ray tube i s  under develop- 
ment and many prototype laboratory models of these in- 
struments exist. When contrast  and reliability problems 
a r e  solved, these devices will be sat isfactory for cockpit 
dlsplay requirements of the future. 
Even with very  precise  navigation for  controlled traffic 
there i s  a need in the total system for  pilot warning indica- 
to r s  J P W I )  and collision avoidance equipment. One corpora- 
tzon recently developed a cooperative collision warning sys- 
tem to reduce r i s k s  in  their flight-test operations, but i t  i s  
complex and depends on accurate  time synchronization, and 
both the a i r  and ground hardware components seem to be too 
expensive to obtain general  acceptance. A recent meeting 
of the FAA- sponsored Collision Prevention Advisory Group 
revealed that agreement i s  yet to be reached on P W I  re -  
qulrements and that new technical solutions a r e  required. 
Industry attendees were  urged to intensify thei r  r e s e a r c h  
efforts. 
Recommendation: 
Develop improved flight vehicle capabilities that will 
alleviate the problem, such as:  
a. Precis ion navigation and automatic path guidance. 
b. Fail-oper ative blind landing. 
c, Accurate display of the navigation and guidance 
situation. 
d. A PWI and/or  collision avoidance system. 
To summarize  needs in a i rborne  equipment, additional 
development i s  required for  integrated navigation and con- 
t ro l  system s employing m o r e  sophisticated airborne com- 
puters, multiple navigation sensors,  m o r e  comprehensive 
display equipment, and fail-operative controls. 
4. Suggested Government Role. The government role 
performed by the DOT and the CAB in  certification, evalu- 
ation, and coordination of r e sea rch  and development efforts 
shoulo continue. The DOT should a lso  be encouraged to 
accelerate planning, definition, and implementation of a i r  
traffic control developments that complement improved a i r -  
craft .  Within this framework the avionic and a i r f rame  in- 
dust r ies  can be depended upon to continue development of 
equipment to reduce control problems, and the a i r l ines  
wiii tes t  promising i t ems  in the operational environment. 
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The inert ial  navigation industry has  mi l i tary  experience to 
offer and has  expressed an in teres t  in participating in the 
commercia l  applications. These agencies appear to have the 
capability to undertake these tasks.  The major a i rc ra f tmanu-  
fac tu re r s  should take the lead i n  the overa l l  system resea rch  
and development activity. 
Electronic Flight Control 
1. Pr incipal  Problems.  Large  airplanes operating at  
high altitudes and a t  high Mach number require  stability aug- 
mentation sys tems and lightweight low-friction flight control 
command subsystems with high reliability and fail safety. To 
minimize s t ructura l  damage o r  fai lure during flight in extreme 
turbulence will require  active suppression of s t ructura l  modes 
of vibration by control surface action. 
2. State of the Art. F o r  airplanes presently being de- 
signed and for those projected over  the next decade, control 
sys tems that employ a purely mechanical link between the 
pilot 's controls and the airplane's  surfaces a r e  iinpractical, 
Current  design philosophy i s  to provide electronic control 
sys tems with sufficient redundancy to operate the airplane 
but with mechanical standby systems.  The decision to put 
complete rel iance on an all-electronic system has been 
adopted in some isolated a r e a s  such a s  throttle and engine 
inlet controls where sufficient redundancy exists, but no 
designs a r e  being implemented that incorporate all-electronic 
flight control sys tems without a mechanical reversion system 
a t  leas t  in the commercia l  airplane field. 
The Anglo-French Concorde utilizes an all-electronic 
p r imary  control system with position-sensors connected to 
the column and wheel that provide adequate command re -  
sponses and damping character is t ics  in al l  axes,  This a i r -  
plane has  a mechanical standby system that i s  considered 
to be required for  safety of flight. The SST will use a simi- 
l a r  scheme for  the p r imary  control, incorporating a tr iplex 
fail-operational system, using electronic components and a 
backup mechanical system. The electronic and mechanical 
interfaces that a r e  used in  a system of this  nature a r e  not 
completely developed a t  this  time, but they a r e  based upon 
the experience gained in such p rograms  a s  the F- 11 1. 
Model suppression techniques a r e  being investigated on the 
B-52, the B-70, and the SST. 
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3. Research and Development. Before all-electronic 
systems a r e  acceptable for commercia l  a i r c ra f t  a s  the only 
means  of control (without mechanical standby systems),  
severa l  yea r s  of operational experience on mil i tary  o r  com- 
merc ia l  programs will be required. Some operational ex- 
perience on the use  of all-electronic control for  supersonic 
airplanes has been obtained from the F- 11 1, but the total 
number of flight-test hours does not approach that required 
to gain overall acceptance of this  type of system. At the 
present  t ime the principal efforts in the United States a r e  
those conducted by the Air Force  Flight Dynamics Labora- 
tory and by the Army a s  pa r t  of i t s  advanced helicopter de- 
velopment program. 
Recommendation: 
Conduct additional r e sea rch  in support of development, 
testing, and demonstration of reliability and safety for all- 
electronic sys tems of flight control. 
4, Suggested Government Role. Experience in opera- 
tion of such sys tems can be gained from a combination of 
flight experience on mil i tary  airplanes and the SST proto- 
type. Needed a r e  increased emphasis on r e s e a r c h  and de- 
velopment within the Air  Force  Flight Dynamics Laboratory 
and increasing involvement of NASA in  adaptation of such 
systems to civilian uses.  
Design for  Rough Air Penetration 
1. Principal  Problem. To improve the safety of ex- 
isting and future t ranspor ts  in rough a i r .  
2. State of the Art. Pilot operational procedures and 
techniques have been defined that have led to safer  manual 
control in rough a i r .  In addition, autopilot modes have been 
proposed and developed on new t ranspor ts  for  use in rough 
a i r .  
3. Research and Development. Rough a i r  penetration 
continues to be a problem for large  high-performance a i r -  
craft ,  Structural  integrity standards have been improved 
through the y e a r s  so that there  has  been g rea t  p rogress  
toward elimination of s t ructura l  fa i lures  of airplanes a s  a 
resul t  of direct  encounter with rough a i r .  The rough a i r  
s t ructura l  problems of commercia l  a i r c ra f t  have resulted 
pr imar i ly  from upsets in which unusual speeds and alti- 
tudes were  produced and fai lures occurred when the pilot 
attempted to right the airplane. 
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Spectral  (indicating distribution of turbulence wave- 
lengths) turbulence models a r e  being defined and proposed 
for  s t ructura l  design purposes. To cover the control design 
aspects over the full range of interest ,  m o r e  needs to be 
known in  the turbulence wavelength range of 1,000 to 50,000 
ft. There  has  been some work in  the United Kingdom toward 
development of spect ra l  techniques for  solution of control 
problems. Some appraisal  has been made of past  significant 
airplane incidents in  turbulence, and a number of industry 
efforts a r e  involved with development of airborne turbulence 
detectors.  Nevertheless, further r e sea rch  and development 
i s  needed. 
Recommendation: 
a. Improve the definition of atmospheric turbulent e 
models for use  a s  design cr i ter ia .  
b. Develop spect ra l  techniques applicable to control 
problems, a s  well  a s  to load problems in rough a i r .  Distr i-  
bution of turbulence wavelengths and intensities a r e  involved 
in solution to these problems. 
c. Appraise pas t  significant airplane incidents in 
turbulence. 
d. Develop on-board c lear-a i r  turbulence detectors.  
4. Suggested Government Role. The government role 
i s  twofold: to support increased a i r  t ransport  safety and to 
define suitable design cr i ter ia .  NASA should continue i t s  
own studies, and integrate with other studies (e.g., those 
done by the Air Force  and the National Severe Storms Lab- 
oratory),  to produce atmospheric design data and c r i t e r i a  
covering the whole wavelength range of interest .  Such data 
a r e  essent ia l  to enable designs of the airplane and control 
system to cope with the rough a i r  environment. This ap- 
proach could lead to the determination of control powers and 
other airplane character is t ics  based on rough a i r  c r i t e r i a  
r a the r  than on pas t  experience. 
The Flight Vehicle: Aerodynamics 
Aerodynamic Wing Development 
1. Principal  Problem. Improvement is needed in the 
design of lighter-weight subsonic wings. 
2. State of the Art. Two-dimensional airfoils  a r e  de- 
signed theoretically and wind- tunnel- tested. P r o m i  sing 
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sections a r e  integrated into three-dimensional wings by ex- 
perimental  and quasi-theoretical procedures.  Successful 
wings require  wind- tunnel t e s t s  to optimize the three- 
dimensional tailoring. 
3, Research and Development. Improved aerodynamic 
efficiency i s  required throughout the full speed range of fu- 
ture  aircraft .  Emphasis i s  needed on r e s e a r c h  and develop- 
ment leading to lighter-weight subsonic wings through the 
use  of thicker sections for the same  cr i t ica l  Mach number 
and through improved three-dimensional tailoring. Work 
i s  needed in analytical airfoil  design and experimental airfoil  
evaluation, 
Recommendation: 
a ,  In analytical airfoil  design, develop a theoretical  
method of airfoil  design that will produce airfoil  shapes with 
superior drag level and drag r i s e  character is t ics .  This in- 
cludes the establishment of design c r i t e r i a  and the develop- 
ment of computer methods that can handle supercr i t ica l  flow 
conditions. 
b. In experimental airfoil  evaluation, initiate specific 
wind-tunnel testing to develop these airfoils, investigate ef- 
fects  of Reynolds number, determine low-speed leading edge 
modification required, and substantiate the design methods. 
4. Suggested Government Role. NASA should support 
work on the applied r e s e a r c h  problems described above. In- 
dustry also should be concerned with these problems but, in 
addition, should develop special  airfoils  needed to meet  
individual requirements.  
Laminar Flow Control (LFC)  
I .  Principal  Problem. A successful  means  i s  needed to 
per-mit the practical  application of boundary layer control 
(BLC) to increase  aerodynamic c ru i se  efficiency. 
2. State of the Art. The Northrop X-28a:c program pro- 
vided the majori ty of basic information necessa ry  for a pro- 
totype L F C  transport .  Flight resul ts  demonstrated: 
a. Full  chord laminar flow to a Reynolds number of 
47 x 106. 
:::Two Douglas NB66-D a i rc ra f t  were  modified by Northrop fo r  
the Air  Force  to investigate design, manufacturing, operation, 
and maintenance problems of laminar flow control for drag 
reduction, 
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b. Elimination of the leading edge contamination prob- 
lem through chordwise suction (i.e., i nc reased&@ from 90 
to 250). 
3. Research and Development. There  a r e  a number of 
additional programs needed pr ior  to the design of a com- 
petitive LFC transport:  
a. Integration of a high-lift system (leading and t ra i l -  
ing edge devices) with LFC to allow operation from rela-  
tively short  fields. 
b. Evaluation of the effect of wing-mounted engines on 
the ability to maintain laminar flow (i.e., minimize isobar 
distortion). 
c. Development of a method of construction that would 
permit  visual inspection of a p r imary  s t ructure  and would al- 
low the use  of integral  fuel tanks. 
d. Investigation of LFC wings having good transonrc flow, 
e. Continued refinement of the detai ls  of slot and duct 
flow to avoid both internal  and external  disturbances. 
f.  Additional development of means  for controlling the 
effects of surface roughness, disturbances, gaps, etc. 
g. A thorough understanding of the economics of an LFC 
airplane including such i t ems  a s  the cost  of manufacturing 
and installation of this  system a s  well a s  the required main- 
tenance and operational reliability. This information is r e -  
quired to determine whether the LFC airplane i s  competitive 
with current  and future turbulent-flow ai rcraf t .  
These p rograms  a r e  not being undertaken because the X - i l l  
LFC program was cancelled. The DOD support has been 
stopped because no suitable mission has  been defined that 
requires  LFC. 
Subsequently, one airplane was  destroyed and the other 
parked on the Edwards AFB bombing range, The program 
was terminated without obtaining the maintenance and opera- 
tional reliability information that was  one of the p rogram's  
fundamental objectives. 
Recommendation: 
Attempt pract ica l  demonstrations of baundary layer 
flow control to increase  aerodynamic cruise  efficiency, 
4. Suggested Government Role. If the second X-21 has 
not been destroyed, the government should retain i t  until i t s  
possible future use  can be decided. Fur ther ,  support should 
be provided fo r  an applied r e s e a r c h  program to answer the 
remaining questions. 
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Integrated Aerodynamics and Propulsion Systems 
1, Principal  Problem. There  i s  a need for a m o r e  inti- 
mate combination of the propulsion and aerodynamic sys tems 
to provide improved high-lift capability and c ru i se  performance. 
2. State of the Art. Current  subsonic a i rc ra f t  r e sea rch  
and design practice tends to t r ea t  aerodynamic and propulsion 
technical problems a s  separate entities. F o r  instance, anal- 
ys is  of the propulsion inlet and exhaust a r e  separated from 
that of the aerodynamic surfaces.  Therefore, there  i s  a 
minimum of consideration given to interaction between the 
propulsion and aerodynamic components. Mutually beneficial 
interference i s  unlikely to occur  under these circumstances;  
indeed interference can be detrimental. 
3. Research and Development. The two aspects of the 
problem - namely, takeoff and landing performance and 
cruising performance - a r e  t rea ted separately. 
Takeoff and Landing Performance 
The field length requirements of a transport, i.e., 
whether o r  not the airplane can meet  STOL performance 
requirements, determines to a large  extent the degree to 
which a propulsion system can be combined with the aero- 
dynamic features of a configuration. Demand bleed sys tems 
for BLC, thrus t  rotation a t  lift-off, and automatic asym- 
met r i c  thrust  control sys tems for use in  the event of pro- 
pulsion system malfunction a r e  typical of needed develop- 
ments in the f ield of thrust  vectoring during takeoff and 
climbout, 
Landing requirements center on converting the energy 
potential of the propulsion system to the development of lift 
for  minimum flight speeds. Such methods can involve high- 
lilt  boundary layer control, thrus t  vectoring, o r  any other 
means that will provide lower approach speeds with m o r e  
precise  flight path control. 
Recommendation: 
a ,  Initiate r e sea rch  and development aimed a t  realizing 
- 
a more  intimate combination of propulsion and aerodynamic 
sys tems to provide high-lift capability for  takeoff and landing. 
b. Continue development of an accurate  and efficient means 
for thrust  vectoring during takeoff and climbout and for convert- 
ing the energy potential of the propulsion system to lift a t  min- 
imum flight speeds. 
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Cruising Performance 
It i s  increasingly desirable that airplane propulsion and 
aerodynamic features be integrated to provide improved 
cruise  performance. Some work i s  being done to make better 
use  of propulsion for takeoff and landing performance, but 
very  little i s  being accomplished toward increasing cruise  
performance. 
Recommendation: 
Attempt to integrate airplane propulsion and aero- 
dynamic features to provide improved cruise  performance 
by minimizing interference o r  producing favorable inter-  
ference, regenerating re tarded boundary layer air ,  or  de- 
veloping a new propulsion concept that would distribute the 
propulsion force in some optimum manner over the aero- 
dynamic surfaces.  
4. Suggested Government Role. Because of i t s  wide ap- 
plicability, much of the basic technology for interactive pro- 
pulsion and aerodynamics could be accomplished by NASA, 
However, in most  cases  the compromises must  be tile r e -  
sponsibility of industry a s  they a r e  highly configuration- 
dependent. All degrees  of interaction a r e  required, from 
VTOL through long-range cruise  airplanes.  A significant 
contribution could be made by providing basic technology 
a c r o s s  the spectrum of these requirements.  
The Flight Vehicle: Mechanical Systems 
1. Principal  Problem. The committee noted that a s  
commercia l  airplanes increase  in size and performance, the 
contribution of equipment sys tems to airplane reliability and 
economics becomes increasingly important. This importance 
i s  demonstrated by increased in teres t  and activity in c r a s h  
safety and in new concepts such a s  on-condition maintenance 
and on- board maintenance computers. Entirely new ap- 
proaches and major  improvements for  equipment syste~ms 
may be desirable to keep pace with other developments. 
2. State of the Art. Equipment sys tems have not ad- 
vanced by significant increments in  recent years ;  instead 
they have evolved slowly by a se r i e s  of relatively minor re-  
finements. Today's equipment sys tems have been designed 
mostly with yesterday's  state of the ar t .  Their  total im- 
portance in airplane safety has  demanded conservative, proven 
designs. 
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Many system components a r e  developed and produced 
by a large  number of smal l  specialty companies. Many of 
these companies do not have the resources  to finance major  
equipment innovations. Airframe companies, on the other 
hand, have been reluctant to commit required resources  be- 
yond the major  investment required fo r  basic a i rc ra f t  and 
engine development. These conditions have tended to pro- 
duce a cl imate of conservatism that has impeded system 
concept innovation. 
P r i o r  to this country 's  ent ry  into space activities, an 
innovative forcing function was provided by the mi l i tary  
services,  in part icular  the Air Force .  Under this stimula- 
tioc, such basic system concepts a s  constant speed drives,  
hydraulic-powered flight control, and a i r  cycle ref r igera-  
tion were  developed. P r o g r e s s  since then has  not been a t  a 
pace consistent with achievements in propulsion, aerody- 
namics, s tructures,  and electronics.  
3. Research and Development. Not enough i s  being 
done by equipment manufacturers because of lack of r e -  
sources .  Airframe companies can and a r e  doing some of 
the required research,  but demands fo r  solutions of today's  
equipment problems make i t  difficult to set  aside sufficient 
r e sources  to make the large  gains required for  future 
airplanes. 
Recommendation: 
a ,  Continue development of predictive-failure tech- 
niques. In addition, consideration should be given to es-  
tablishing a means  for collection and stat ist ical  analysis  
of maintenance and fai lure data to stimulate system con- 
cept  changes and improvements in equipment design. 
b. Study system concepts f rom an overall  airplane 
standpoint. Integration of a i r  conditioning, auxiliary power 
units, secondary power, engine starting, and powered lift 
sys tems offer appreciable gains in overa l l  airplane sim- 
plicity for  a given level of performance. 
c ,  Develop basic system design c r i t e r i a  using a sta- 
t is t ical  base. Most equipment sys tems a r e  designed for  
the wors t  case  expected in service, even though the worst  
occurs  very  infrequently. A sounder stat ist ical  knowledge 
of requirements would allow design on the bas is  of the con- 
ditions most  likely to be encountered, with the further pro- 
vision that unusual types of fai lure would be handled by 
overload o r  r e se rve  equipment. This could resul t  in  
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lower-weight smaller-capacity sys tems and could remove 
those constraints  that prevent consideration of advanced 
concepts. 
d. Develop methods to analyze mechanical equipment 
sys tems by dynamic-transient analyses in o rde r  to im-  
prove reliability and maintainability and to reduce weight, 
Most sys tems a r e  designed to steady-state cr i ter ia ,  then 
examined for the transient  case .  F o r  example, the landing 
gear,  brakes, and t i r e s  a r e  subjected to severe  transient  
conditions, and the dynamic behavior of these componeiits 
mutually influence each other, the airplane structure,  and 
the runway. 
e. Increase resea rch  and development in the field of 
fluidics fo r  application to airplane controls. Because of 
inherent simplicity and lack of a signal conversion inter-  
face, fluidics offers substantial improvements in  reliability 
and maintainability. Although a great  deal of r e sea rch  is 
being devoted to fluidics technology, increased effort might 
accelera te  application to control systems.  
4. Suggested Government Role. A stimulating contri- 
bution could be made by the government through initiating 
and funding r e s e a r c h  projects  a s  indicated above. Such 
projects  should include involvement of a i r f rame  companies, 
air l ines,  and equipment suppliers. NASA would appear to be 
the agency with the technical skil ls  and resea rch  facilities 
to initiate the necessa ry  equipment r e  search.  Government, 
in cooperation with industry, should establish the means for 
data collection and analysis of maintenance and fai lure data. 
The Flight Vehicle:  St~uctures  
Structural  Stiffness 
1. Principal  Problem. Improvements in aerodynamic 
efficiency, use  of high-strength materials ,  and increases  in 
airplane size a r e  producing s t ructures  with reduced stiff- 
ness  and a n  attendant increase  in aeroelast ic deflections and 
dynamic load response.  This can resul t  in increased loads, 
more  difficult control problems, and decreased ride comfort. 
2. State of the Art. Unless added stiffness i s  necessary  
to preclude flutter, present  practice i s  to design for strength 
and accept the resulting s t ructura l  stiffness. 
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3. Research and Development. Rather than continue to 
design for strength and use  automatic control inputs to r e -  
duce loads o r  to improve ride and handling qualities, i t  may 
be more  efficient to design using stiffer mater ia ls .  However, 
both approaches should be and a r e  being pursued by industry. 
Both NASA Langley Research Center and NASA Lewis Re- 
search Center a r e  conducting r e s e a r c h  on advanced composites; 
emphasis a t  NASA-Lewis i s  on high-temperature engine com- 
ponents. In addition, the Air Force  Mater ia ls  Laboratory i s  
conducting resea rch  on advanced composites and beryllium 
in conjunction with industry. 
Recommendation: 
Increase the effort to develop mate r i a l s  with higher ra-  
tios of modulus of elasticity to density to a ss i s t  designers in 
solving the severe  problem of achieving adequate s t ructura l  
stiffness. 
4. Suggested Government Role. Government agencies 
should continue to sponsor the advanced composites effort 
and should accelerate i t  where possible. However, m o r e  in- 
dustry participation i s  recommended, including further de- 
v e l ~ p m e n t  of high-strength high-stiffness f ibers  and mat r ix  
mater ia ls .  Industry has the capability to develop s t ructures  
using advanced composites to increase  stiffness and to con- 
duct trade-off studies to compare these new techniques with 
the present  practice of handling the flexibility problem. 
Flutter  
1. Principal  Problem. Flutter  analyses do not adequately 
account for wing-body interaction effects and control surface 
aerodynamics, especially in the transonic region. Better 
understanding of these phenomena i s  essential  in the de- 
velopment of safe s t ructures .  
2. State of the Art. P resen t  f lut ter  analysis  methods 
a r e  satisfactory for major  airplane components for  both 
subsonic and supersonic conditions, but the aerodynamic in- 
fluence of the control surfaces  and the effects of wing-body 
interference a r e  not understood. 
3. Research and Development. Both industry and gov- 
ernment a r e  engaged in  r e s e a r c h  on this  problem, but 
virtually no work i s  being done for the transonic region. 
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Recommendation: 
a. Develop flutter analyses that account for wing-body 
interaction effects and control surface aerodynamics, es-  
pecially in the transonic region. 
b. Initiate r e sea rch  to establish the theory, and verify 
by experiment using both model and full- scale s t ructures .  
c. Collect and evaluate data, and develop an overall  
program to c a r r y  out the research.  
- - 
4. Suggested Government Role. NASA should take the 
lead in this  effort, and should gather existing data and form 
a government-industry committee to evaluate data and de- 
sign an overall  program to accomplish the objectives. 
Structural  Implications of Human Fac to r s  
1. Principal  Problem. Generally, pilot effects a r e  ig- 
nored in estimating design loads, but the pilot can have a 
significant effect on s t ructura l  loads, especially during 
emergency conditions. 
2. State of the Art. The current  practice i s  to include 
only the effects of autopilots, stability augmentation sys- 
tems, and control displacement r a t e s  in the dynamic analy- 
sis, because the system can thus be represented mathematically. 
3. Research and Development. Some human-factors 
simulation work i s  underway, but little attention has be en 
given to the effect of pilot response on design loads, 
Recommendation: 
Develop a working model to provide c r i t e r i a  for pilot 
behavior under emergency conditions, because piloting 
technique can have a substantial effect on s t ructura l  loads, 
especially during such conditions. These c r i t e r i a  could 
then be related to the pilot-automatic control interface, 
Much of this  work can be accomplished with moving-base 
simulators.  
4. Suggested Government Role. The work shouLd be 
handled by NASA, including both government and industry 
human-factors experts. 
Structural  Materials  
1. Pr incipal  Problem. F o r  the pas t  thirty yea r s  o r  so, 
aluminum has  been the basic ma te r i a l  employed in a i rcraf t  
s tructures,  with a fair ly modest use of other mater ia ls ,  
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However, new mater ia ls  show grea t  promise in  reducing 
s t ructura l  weight. Accelerating the incorporation of these 
new mater ia ls  in the next generation of commercia l  a i r -  
planes i s  a difficult problem. 
2. State of the Art. The cur ren t  practice provides f o r  
careful  selection and use  of mater ia ls  in  s t ruc tu res  where 
their  part icular  mechanical-characterist ics a r e  best suited. 
Most mater ia ls  used in today's a i r c ra f t  s tructures,  when 
compared on a strength-to-density basis, fall into ra the r  
narrow bands such that major  weight reductions a r e  not 
possible by changing mate r i a l s  alone. These mate r i a l s  
continue to be used because of the vas t  experience and con- 
fidence in thei r  use.  
3. Research and Development. A limited amount of 
work in al l  of these a r e a s  i s  being done by industry, govern- 
ment agencies, universities, and r e s e a r c h  institutes. Re- 
sea rch  institutes, for  example, with industry and government 
guidance, should conduct the basic ma te r i a l s  research.  Con- 
tinued support should be provided by the government for  the 
production of high- strength filament ma te r i a l s  to promote 
their  use  and reduce their  costs .  Pr ivate  industry should 
translate the resul ts  into practical  s t ructure  and obtain man- 
ufacturing and service experience. 
Recommendation: 
a, Initiate the r e s e a r c h  and development needed to dem- 
onstrate that s t ructures  can be made for production from 
these new mater ia ls  that will perform satisfactori ly in se r -  
vice. Some specific problems that mus t  be resolved in ad- 
dition to providing adequate strength a r e  fatigue performance, 
brittleness, creep, f rac ture  toughness, res is tance  to cor-  
rosion, and stiffness. Fabrication problems a r e  cleaning and 
bonding, machining and forming, welding and diffusion bonding, 
and manufacturing of high- strength filament structures.  
b. Place increased emphasis on basic studies of matr ix  
systems,  both meta l  and polymers, to ensure  long-term en- 
vironmental and micros t ructura l  stability. Surface and 
electrochemical  proper t ies  mus t  be related to interfacial 
reactions and kinetics. Fatigue, creep, and f rac ture  mech- 
anisms must be studied in t e r m s  of the mate r i a l ' s  micro- 
s t ructura l  character is t ics .  
4. Suggested Government Role. An agency of the gov- 
ernment, such a s  NASA, should be designated a s  a focal point 
for  "cis basic mater ia l  research.  The Air Force  Materials  
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Laboratory has  been instrumental  in the special a r e a  of de- 
velopment and application of boron filaments. It shoul.d con- 
tinue in this  role and serve  a s  the focal point for  advanced 
composites application and concurrent  development of 4n- 
spection and repai r  techniques. 
Fatigue and Fa i l  Safety 
A manufacturer of civil t ranspor t  airplanes must  supply 
products that a r e  safe, provide ease  of maintenance, and have 
public appeal and earning capability. Thus, the airplane 
mus t  sustain flight loads, ground handling, and a l l  other nor- 
m a l  environmental fac tors  without significant loss  of structu- 
r a l  integrity throughout i t s  lifetime. 
In o r d e r  to ensure  sustained s t ructura l  integrity, the 
manufacturer must  design the airplane to be fatigue resistant .  
This requires  a quantitative under standing of how fatigue 
c racks  originate and how fas t  they a r e  likely to grow. In 
general, a policy of fail-safe design i s  followed so that in 
the event of s t ructura l  fai lure of an  important part,  the a i r -  
plane can be flown without fur ther  major  damage until in- 
spected and repaired.  However, the root  of the problein i s  
to understand the effects of service  loads on the t ime required 
for  development of discernible damage and rupture. There 
a r e  two subproblems that wil l  be dealt  with separately -- 
mater ia l s  fatigue and s t ructura l  design. 
Mater ia ls  Fatigue 
1. Pr incipal  Problem. The basic mechanism of fatigue 
initiation o r  fatigue progression i s  not well understood; i.e., 
why some mater ia ls  a r e  much better  than others  and what 
can be done to improve fatigue performance of mater ia ls .  
2 .  State of the Art. The current  practice i s  to use ex- 
perimental  fatigue data on mate r i a l s  and then to average the 
data for applications to s t ructures .  There  i s  such a large 
scat ter  in the tes t  data that various stat ist ical  methods have 
been extensively employed for design. These methods resul t  
in excess  s t ructura l  weight. 
- 
3. Research and Development. Very little work i s  be- 
ing done on the mate r i a l  fatigue problem. Generally, the 
procedure has been to experiment with alloying mater ia ls  
that will improve fatigue performance without understanding 
the reasons  for  success  o r  failure. 
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Recomrn endation: 
Establish a continuing and long-term program of r e -  
search and development for  achieving a better understand- 
ing of the basic mechanism of ma te r i a l s  fatigue and for de- 
veioping improved methods of fatigue analysis. 
4. Suggested Government Role. The government 
should sponsor this  r e s e a r c h  with the focal point being the 
NASA s t ructures  and mate r i a l s  organization. The actual 
r e sea rch  should be conducted through an organization such 
a s  a r esea rch  institute. 
Structural  Desien 
I .  Principal  Problem. Using basic mater ia l  fatigue 
data, methods of fatigue analysis  and design must  be de- 
veloped that a r e  much more  accurate than present  methods. 
Also, the method of handling c rack  propagation and fail- 
safety analysis  mus t  be improved to minimize s t ructura l  
weight penalties. 
2. State of the Art. Probably no a r e a  in s t ructura l  de- 
sign has  received a s  much attention in recent  yea r s  a s  ma- 
t e r i a l  fatigue. However, a g rea t  deal of this effort has  been 
expended in testing actual production hardware from com- 
ponents to complete a i r f rames.  Although this  has produced 
better designs through experience and weight saving, a basic 
r e sea rch  effort to understand the fatigue mechanism has  not 
received sufficient emphasis. 
P resen t  methods for  predicting airplane fatigue per-  
formance a r e  inadequate. It i s  not uncommon to experience 
e r r o r s  in analysis  on the o r d e r  of 200 to 1,000 percent. 
3. Research and Development. Some fundamental work 
i s  being done in the United States and in Europe. However, 
other than the addition of weight to cover inaccuracies in 
analysis predictions, no significant improvement has r e -  
sulted. This work should be conducted by a combined group 
of applied physics and applied mechanics people. The prob- 
lem should be posed to a wide range of individuals in sea rch  
of a workable analogy. With the advent of the computer, 
mathematical  analyses have tended to be overworked to the 
exclusion of an understanding of the practical  design appli- 
cation problem. 
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Recommendation: 
a. Conduct r e sea rch  to improve the accuracy and pro- 
vide the designer with knowledge of how to design satisfactory 
fatigue-resistant s t ructure  for  minimum weight penalty. This 
work should involve physicists, ma te r i a l s  specialists, and 
s t ructura l  designers to formulate an  improved theory of 
cumulative fatigue damage and improved methods fa r  pre-  
dicting c rack  propagation and fail- safe strength. 
b. Conduct r e s e a r c h  on methods of micro-s t ress  snal- 
ysis, combined with a truly represent.ative load history. Im- 
proved physical analogies a r e  a suggested means  of aiding 
in the s t r e s s  analysis. Photoelasticity i a  such an analogy, 
4. Suggested Government Role. The government should 
sponsor this  work through NASA. Load history data that a r e  
necessary  to the solution of the total fatigue design and fail- 
safety problem should be collected by NASA in conjunction 
with the air l ines.  Sufficient data should be obtained to de- 
fine a sound stat ist ical  base for extsapolatioan to airplanes 
of the next decade. 
Advanced Structural  Conce&s 
1. Principal  Problem. Significa* improvements in  
s t ructura l  weight can be achieved i f  new m e t b d s  of con- 
- 
struction and joining of ma te r i a l s  can be achieved. Con- 
siderable weight penalties exist  in present  s t ructures  owing 
to the use  of mechanical fas teners  with their  associated 
s t r e s s  concentrations. 
2. State of the Art. The mechanical fastener i s  used 
almost  exclusively a s  the joining mechanism in  today's a i r -  
craf t  p r imary  structure.  The associated s t r e s s  concentra- 
tions and load t ransfer  mechanism require intricate analysis 
techniques such a s  elast ic load t ransfer  analysis and photo- 
s t r e s s  analysis  to ensure  sat isfactory s t r e s s  levels to pre-  
vent fatigue, s t r e s s  corrosion, o r  stat ic failure, 
3. Research and Development. Industry is conducting 
r e s e a r c h  in  this  field by designing and testing new struc- 
tura l  concepts, in  some c a s e s  using new mate r i a l s  such a s  
titanium, beryllium, and advanced composites. Manufacturers 
of adhesives should accelera te  r e s e a r c h  on advanced adhe- 
sives to explore the total chemis t ry  problem of adhesion and 
cohesion to ensure good and consistent propert ies over Long 
periods of time when exposed to the expected airplane 
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environment including both low and elevated temperatures.  
The Air Force  and industry should continue to p r e s s  for  
this  research.  
Recommendation: 
Initiate r e s e a r c h  on new ways of joining structures,  
such a s  adhesive bonding and diffusion bonding, in o r d e r  
to achieve improved s t ructura l  capabilities. New and im- 
proved adhesive and mat r ix  sys tems must  be developed to 
permit  rel iable and efficient load t ransfer  between different 
s t ructura l  elements. This system must  recognize the in- 
spection problems associated with their  use and must, of 
course, be competitive from a cos t  standpoint. 
4, Suggested Government Role. P resen t  government 
participation i s  centered with the Air Force  in  the form of 
r e sea rch  contracts  with industry, pr imar i ly  on advanced 
composites and beryllium. This activity should continue. 
The  Flight Vehicle:  V T O L ,  V / S T O L ,  and STOL System Development 
1. Pr incipal  Problem. In viewing the total t ransporta-  
tion system requirements for  the next decade, i t  i s  apparent 
t h a ~  the increasing overload of the system in  the vicinity of 
major population centers  can be reduced only by well- 
coordinated employment of al l  suitable modes of transport .  
One of the most  promising modes that might contribute ef- 
fectively to a solution i s  the V/STOL ai rcraf t .  Although 
the reliability and economy of such vehicles and their  cor-  
r e ~ p o r ~ d i n g  a i r  and ground subsystems have not yet reached 
a level permitting them to play a major  role in  the nation's  
transportation system, they offer great  flexibility when com- 
pared ro fixed guideway systems,  which a r e  vulnerable to 
shifts in population and t ravel  patterns. Because of the po- 
tential of V /STOL vehicles and because this potential has  so 
fa r  been virtually unfulfilled, increased effort on a l l  aspects 
of V/STOL system development i s  warranted.  
2 ,  State of the Art. 
Helicopters. Economically at tractive a i rc ra f t  a r e  
not presently in production. Derivatives of l a rge r  mili tary 
t ranspor t  helicopters could be made available that would be 
more  economical, part icularly over  shor t  ranges.  New 
helicopters with a g rea te r  payload-range capability could 
be developed essentially within the existing state of the ar t .  
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V/STOL and STOL. The feasibility of several. 
V/STOL and STOL configurations, other than the helicopter 
family, has  been demonstrated, and economic analyses show 
these types to be potentially superior on the longer ranges, 
with the helicopter st i l l  superior on shor ter  routes. Tliere 
i s  little o r  no operating experience on any of these new 
types, but there  has been sufficient experimental work done 
on some configurations to justify additional development for 
both mi l i tary  and commercia l  operation. 
Instrument landing systems.  VTOL instrument 
landing sys tems a r e  not available; cu r ren t  IFR approaches 
a r e  made on the conventional shallow approach angle o f  
fixed-wing systems.  
Segregated a i r  traffic control system. The Na- 
tional Air space System, and planning for i t s  future, does 
not provide for  segregation of short-range traffic, The in- 
tegration of VTOL and STOL traffic into the existing fised- 
wing traffic f rus t ra tes  the objectives of reducing a i r  traffic 
congestion and reducing short-haul t ravel  t imes .  
Terminal  planning and intermode relationsliips. If 
this mode i s  to make an effective contribution, i t s  terminals  
and i t s  interfaces with other modes must  provide for a sig- 
nificant two-way traffic flow. 
3. Research and Development. There  i s  limited VTOL 
vehicle development, none of which mee t s  commercia l  eco- 
nomic and operational standards. This development has 
been pr imar i ly  experimental o r  mi l i tary  in nature and has 
been spread over many types of a i rcraf t  and propulsion, 
Limited IFR development work i s  being pursued; severa l  
modest programs a r e  being conducted mostly for mili tary 
applications. Only a few V/STOL a i r  traffic control facili- 
t ies  a r e  being planned and implemented. With regard  to 
intermode connection capabilities, the CAB i s  establishing 
a schedule for investigating the possible granting of inter-  
city VTOL operating rights within the Northeast Corridor.  
This i s  expected to motivate a i r l ines  to study the problems 
seriously in  the very  near  future. 
Recommendation: 
Of p r imary  importance in planning fo r  VTOL, V/STOL, 
and STOL transportation sys tems i s  the need for r e sea rch  
in the following fields. 
a. Conduct a variety of vehicle-oriented resea rch  and 
development aimed a t  suppressing V/STOL noise, Accept- 
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ance c r i t e r i a  for Iloise analysis, consistent with the oper- 
ating environment, should be developed. Research should be 
emphasized in the f ields of control response, handling re -  
quirements, design margins,  maneuver and stal l  margins,  
t r ades  involving propulsive lift ve r sus  aerodynamic lift, and 
stability and control aspects  of aerodynamic-propulsive force 
interaction. Additional r e s e a r c h  and development i s  needed 
to improve under standing of propulsion cycles, to better de- 
fine pilot workload and display requirements, and to aero- 
dynamically improve ro to r s  and propellers,  including stopping 
and stowing phases for ro to r s  and propellers.  Structural  r e -  
search and development i s  needed specifically directed toward 
the ~ e q u i r e m e n t s  of VTOL, V/STOL, and STOL aircraft ,  in- 
cluding increased fatigue life, improved prediction tech- 
niques lo r  fatigue life, improved mater ia ls ,  reduced fatigue 
scatter  factors, and improved manufacturing techniques. 
Fur ther  r e s e a r c h  and development i s  needed to improve 
propulsion cycles and power-weight ra t ios  and to create  
lightweight power transmission sys tems consistent with the 
opes atlng environment. 
b. Develop instfument landing sys tems to permit  
steep gradient approaches f o r  both VTOL and STOL a i r -  
craft  under conditions consistent with the lowest prevailing 
weather minimums for fixed-wing a i rc ra f t  (Category IIIC). 
The high frequency of such landings in a short-haul opera- 
tion may dictate automatic landing systems.  
c .  Develop improved a i rspace  utilization sys tems and, 
where necessary,  segregated a i r  traffic control systems, 
through simulation and operational experimentation. 
d, Develop improved terminals  and intermode con- 
nection capabilities on a bas is  compatible with other modes 
to a t t rac t  and handle a significant traffic flow. 
4. Suggested Government Role. The development of 
a total system concept and approach mus t  be accomplished 
under the auspices of a centra l  planning agency, such a s  the 
DOT, supported by the resea rch  of NASA, and the manu- 
factlrring and operating industries. Full  use  should be made 
of potentially apgGcable development work already accom- 
plished for mili tary use. Because a V/STOL transportation 
syslem becomes economically viable only when technical 
development, te rminal  planning, traffic control, and regula- 
tory and operakiollal plans a r e  available concurrently, only 
the government can  adequately plan and implement the total 
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program. The DOT would be the logical agency to have the 
responsibility, with NASA in a strong supporting role in r e -  
sea rch  a reas .  
The Propulsion System: The  ~ n ~ i n e " '  
Combustor Research 
1. Principal  Problem. Additional r e sea rch  effort i s  
needed in the field of combustion design. The potential for  
improved efficiency i s  significant and the level of effort 
should be increased to be commensurate with resea rch  
conducted in other fields directed toward improving a i r -  
plane efficiency. 
2. State of the Art. Gas-turbine combustor design 
today i s  based on fixed geometry mixing chambers where 
combustion i s  initiated and completed with a low-velocity 
axial flow by means  of high recirculating a i r  cu r ren t s  in- 
duced by p ressure  loss  mixing. This produces a non- 
uniform s t ream and incomplete reaction products. F u r -  
ther, the concept requires  a diffusion of a i r  from the com- 
pressor  to a fair ly low combustor entrance Mach number 
in o rde r  to recover the p ressure  required for mixing in 
the combustor system. 
3. Research and Development. Combustion work 
done by industry has  been oriented to conventional prob- 
l ems  related to improving temperature spread patterns, 
atomization, smoke reduction, and temperature l imits  of 
low Mach number combustion chambers .?  Much of the 
combustion technology a t  higher Mach numbers has been 
related to the supersonic ramjet  concept. As a result,  a 
gap exis ts  between low subsonic and high super sonic corn- 
bustion research.  By costly t r i a l  and e r r o r  development, 
Aircraf t  engine noise reduction a t  the source, attenua- 
tion through improved installation, operational procedures, 
and land-use pract ices  were  discussed by the committee 
during the study. However, i t  was  considered appropriate 
for that discussion to be covered in  the repor t  of the ASEB 
Ad Hoc Committee on Aircraft  Noise. 
t I t  should be noted that there a r e  currently flying com- 
merc ia l  jet engines that have demonstrated significant and 
acceptable reductions in exhaust smoke. 
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there  i s  a tendency by the industry to view combustion tech- 
nology mainly a s  an  a r t  to be applied to a specific engine 
development. As a result,  ve ry  little direction o r  money i s  
available to explore adequately the innovations that present  
aerospace technology indicates a r e  possible in a combustion 
system. The core  of activity, therefore, must  originate and 
be sponsored by the government with a contract  to qualified 
industry for  development, after  the appropriate r e s e a r c h  
within the government laboratories has  been done to verify 
the concept. 
Recommendation: 
a. Seek further improvements in present  gas-turbine 
combustor design concepts through the use  of variable ge- 
ometry  p r imary  zones and a i r  atomization fuel injection. 
Both of these features have been explored on a limited basis  
in smal l  vehicular gas-turbine applications, but considerable 
development remains  before they can be considered in a i r -  
craf t  gas- turbine applications. The payoff i s  in  proper mix- 
ture control over wide turndown ratios, thus maintaining 
complete combustion reaction and good mixing from takeoff 
through cruise  operating conditions. This should material ly 
reduce a i r  pollution and reduce temperature gradients in the 
turbine. 
b. Develop fluid dynamics control of the high Mach 
number flow from the compressor  so that p r e s s u r e  re -  
covery can be obtained locally in  the combustor mixing jets. 
This would allow a higher convective cooling of the com- 
bustor chamber and would reduce the size of the internal  
ducting and p r e s s u r e  losses  normally required for diffusing 
the total flow f rom the compressor .  
c. Combine ramjet  and sc ramje t  principles in the gas- 
turbine combustor system. As p r e s s u r e s  and temperatures  
ol the cycle increase,  i t  becomes m o r e  feasible to inject fuel  
into the compressor  to achieve an isothermally compressed 
and premixed combustible mixture. Combustion may be in- 
itiated in  the high subsonic flow and completed around aero-  
dynamic flameholders (opposed jets, etc.) o r  in  supersonic 
s t r eams  behind a standing shock system. Although somewhat 
advanced relative to present  application, these schemes a r e  
generally feasible. The potential payoff for  specific advanced 
gas-turbine propulsion sys tems should be elevated to identify 
resea rch  emphasis. 
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4. Suggested Government Role, Mainly, the role of the 
government should be to explore and establish the feasibility 
of com bustion along the lines indicated and to encourage in- 
dust r ia l  participation in  the development of these new 
systems.  
Compressor  Technology 
1. Pr incipal  Problem. Current  compressor  technology 
i s  characterized by a need for  a more  detailed understanding 
- 
of the flow phenomena inside a compressor-during stcady- 
state operation, just before and a t  surge, under dynamic 
inflow conditions, and with respect  to noise generation, In 
the next decade, i t  will be necessa ry  to descr ibe  compressor  
performance much more acurately than a t  present  and, at  
the same time, to reduce significantly the long development 
o r  redevelopment t imes  for compressors .  Increasingly 
unfavorable operating conditions for compressors  and the 
fact that propulsion systems will be m o r e  closely integrated 
with a i r f rames  dictate the need for such improved capabilities, 
Overall  system analysis  will demand much more  rapid turn- 
around t imes  from the compressor  designer. 
2. State of the Art. Steady-state compressor  performance 
prediction i s  based largely on previous s imi lar  designs and a 
number of empir ica l  correlat ions.  Detailed analytic techniques 
a r e  in  thei r  infancy. Such techniques that a r e  used a r e  based 
largely on empirically determined factors.  The determina- 
t ion  of the surge line i s  for m o s t  steady-state operating con- 
ditions, including steady- state distorted inflow, a mat ter  of 
empir ica l  correlations. The behavior of compressors  under 
dynamic inflow conditions i s  not understood a t  all. In fact, 
there  a r e  very  little reliable detailed data available on the sub- 
ject, and there  i s  virtually no understanding of the interactions 
between steady-state and dynamic distortion. F i r s t  steps- 
mostly outside the United States-have been taken in the di- 
rection of an understanding of noise generated by compres-  
s o r s ;  however, t ruly genera l  analytic methods a r e  st i l l  
lacking for  the m o s t  part.  
3. Research and Development. A significant increase  
i s  required in  the present  level of r e s e a r c h  and development 
support on the problems described. Only fragmented at tacks 
have been made on some aspects of the f i r s t  three  a r e a s  l is ted 
below, mo s t  of which we r e  inspired a s  a resul t  of information 
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gained on the F- 111 program. Results  of work on reduction of 
noise generation of fans and compressors  indicate that much 
g rea te r  effort i s  required. Committee recommendations for  
the necessary  efforts  a r e  described i n  the following paragraphs. 
Recommendation: 
a. Develop detailed analysis  techniques, including the 
use of stations inside blade rows, for  steady-state perform- 
ance prediction. These technique s must, in particular, be 
brought to bear  on off-design c a s e s  that currently a r e  analyzed 
by the convenient but insufficiently powerful pitch-line stacking 
metnod, Detailed accounts mus t  be made of viscous effects, 
part icularly at  hub and tip, of shock-boundary layer  inter-  
actions, and of how these effects can be modified by variable 
geometry and boundary layer control. It would be a g rea t  
benefit to a l l  interested engineering organizations if detailed 
data could be published about a number of modern compressors  
with widely differing design character is t ics  (aspect  ratio, stage 
loading, tip speed). These data could then be used by a l l  re-  
sea rchers  for testing new theories. The NACA five-stage com- 
p ressor  i s  too old for  this  purpose, and more  importantly, i t  
represents  only one design philosophy. The new techniques 
should be used a t  an  ea r ly  t ime to develop compressors  whose 
flow requirements can be more  closely matched to those of 
supersonic inlets. In these at tempts the ro le  of supersonic 
compressors  should not be overlooked. 
b. Develop new analytic techniques for  predicting com- 
p ressor  surge, both with steady-state and dynamic inflow con- 
ditions, The much better understanding attained in these  studies 
also should be exploited to develop, i f  a t  a l l  possible, a device 
that will warn when surge i s  imminent. Such a device would play 
an iqvaluable role in  modern engine control  system s. 
c, Develop analytic tools that will predict  the behavior of 
compressors  under dynamic inflow conditions. It may be neces- 
s a r y  to break the compressor  down into separate stages, The 
technique would depend on the r e s e a r c h  described above to define 
when surge occurs.  
d. Develop analytic methods to predict  compressor  and fan 
noise a s  a function of fundamental fluid flow paramete r s  such a s  
relative Mach number, angle of attack change, blade loading, and 
turbulence level of inflowing air .  Of part icular  in teres t  i s  an 
answer to the yue stion of whether lack of noise generation i s  
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inescapably associated with unfavorable effects such a s  lower 
efficiency and m o r e  weight. 
e. Consider the establishment of a national experilmental. 
facility for turbomachinery noise research.  If established, 
such a facility should in  principle be s imi lar  to that estab- 
lished i n  England, but i t  should be open for  r e sea rch  by both 
government and industry. 
4. Suggested Government Role. The overail  plan for  s e -  
sea rch  and development should come f rom NASA, but i t  shocld 
be much bolder than cur ren t  NASA philosophy, including opera- 
tion of such facil i t ies a s  those suggested in i tem 2 above. 
Moreover, the government should c lear ly  distinguish t h e  dif- 
ference  between the genera l  technology program and specific 
p rograms  a imed a t  urgent mi l i tary  problems. Government, 
industry, and perhaps universi t ies should a l l  work on the 
problem. The l a t t e r  may be able to make valuable contri- 
butions to new analytic techniques if significant data a r e  
available against which to t e s t  new theories,  : 
The Propulsion System: Installed Performance 
1. Pr incipal  Problem. The prediction of installed. pro- 
pulsion system performance has  become a major  probleix 
complicated by the introduction of high-bypass-ratio engines 
for subsonic airplanes, the need for a n  efficient supersonic 
transport ,  and the conflicting requirements of multirnission 
mil i tary  a i rcraf t .  Current  experimental techniques for unea- 
surement and analysis of steady-state performance, both of 
scale models and full-scale systems,  a r e  underdeveloped. A 
sound insight into the usefulness of various proposed techniques 
i s  lacking. In addition, there  i s  insufficient capability to pre- 
dict whether dynamic problems will l imit  the operating envelope 
of the propulsion system o r  mere ly  cause  a performance de- 
terioration. The very  large  sums of money involved in correct -  
ing any installed performance deficiencies make i t  highly de- 
sirable that the c u r r e n t  state of the a r t  be improved significantly. 
2. State of the Art. Current  wind-tunnel techniques a r e  
just starting to explore the use  of powered airplane models 
:: The success  of this  overa l l  plan and the recommended re -  
sea rch  will be dependent on the vigor with which the recom- 
mendations in "The Propulsion System: Instrumentation and 
Controls" a r e  pursued. 
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that m o r e  closely simulate r e a l  airplanes. Some testing has  
been done with turbo-powered nacelles, and some with pro- 
pulsion sy stem s producing propulsion jets, but having faired- 
over inlets. Very l i t t le  work has  been done with systems in 
which an ejector simulates the actual engine. No thorough 
systematic approach has  been made to the simulation prob- 
lem. Good data f rom different techniques a r e  not generally 
available, and therefore i t  i s  difficult to say with any ce r -  
tainty which simulation techniques a r e  good under part icular  
conditions. Current  methods of calculating in-flight thrus t  of 
engines a r e  quite inaccurate for high-bypass-ratio engines. 
Some attempts a r e  being made to come up with better  pre-  
cision, part icularly by selecting a s  independent variables 
those propulsion system variables that will produce best  over-  
a l l  accuracy, according to e r r o r  analysis. The dynamic be- 
havior of propulsion systems has been analyzed for some 
years  with digital analog techniques, and much useful insight 
has  been gained. However, almost  invariably the components 
of the system a r e  represented by lumped parameters ,  and 
this l imits  the applicability of the analyses. Little work has 
been done in calculating the performance degradation of the 
propulsion system because of dynamic effects, and the ad- 
ditional safety margins  that a r e  imposed in  order  to account 
for  the dynamic effects. There i s  a serious possibility that 
super sonic inlets, compressors ,  and augmentors should be 
specifically designed to accept o r  produce minimum dynamic 
effects, ra ther  than optimum efficiency o r  minimum weight. 
The lack of refined dynamic analysis  techniques makes  cur-  
rent  industry studies of little value. 
3. Research and Development. Various fragmented ef- 
fo r t s  a r e  ca r r i ed  out by NASA, the military, and industry. 
While the scope of the problem i s  realized in the Air Force,  
not nearly enough i s  being done to improve the overa l l  s tate 
of the a r t .  A significant increase  in support for research,  
test,and analysis i s  necessa ry  a s  described below. 
Recommendation: 
a. Conduct a systematic experimental  program to verify 
methods of predicting steady-state installed performance. 
The program should cover a number of typical problem c a s e s  
such a s  subsonic t ranspor ts  in  cruise,  supersonic a i rc ra f t  a t  
high subsonic and various supersonic speeds, and a highly 
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integrated fighter a i r c ra f t  in various flight regimes.  F o r  
each of these cases  al l  propulsion system simulation tech- 
niques should be compared to discover the strong and weak 
points of each technique. A generally applicable philosophy 
should be developed out of this  program for correlating 
model and full-scale installed propulsion system perfarm- 
ance. The f i r s t  se r i e s  of t e s t s  should be ca r r i ed  out with 
reasonably large models  of engines (a t  l eas t  5 o r  6 in. in 
diameter) .  The problem of translating model data to full- 
scale data needs to be kept i n  mind a t  a l l  times, and ade- 
quate methods should be defined a s  the insight to small-scale 
simulation problems improve. Later  efforts should be ad- 
d ressed  to reducing model size and to defining limitations 
fo r  use.  
b. Develop refinements in  the analytic models used to 
handle dynamic problems. Not only should the components 
of the propulsion system be better described, but the a i r -  
f rame should be added to the model so that the overall  engine 
and airplane system can be studied. Perform studies to 
evaluate the penalties on instal led propulsion system Fer- 
formance caused by dynamic effects. Such studies should 
f i r s t  assume such cur ren t  pract ices  a s  adding to the com- 
p ressor  surge margin  and inlet stability margin;  they then 
should calculate the economic incentive of using m o r e  re -  
fined control techniques. While inlet and compressor  have 
specifically been mentioned, i t  should be understood that 
specific configurations o r  engines may have installed per-  
formance problems for other dynamic reasons and in  other 
components. In general, i t  should be expected that the 
analytic models used to study operating envelope limita- 
tions (described above) would help to pinpoint such problem 
a reas .  
4. Suggested Government Role. NASA and the a i r f rame 
industry should together attack the steady- state performance 
testing problem. Some NASA laboratories have the capa- 
bility, but the urgent need fo r  an improved technology should 
make i t  desirable to c rea te  closely cooperating NASA- 
industry t eams  for various subtasks. Initially, most  testing 
should be ca r r i ed  out i n  the large  government-owned wind 
tunnels. 
F o r  the dynamic analysis  techniques, industry has 
ample capability, but an  overa l l  coordinated plan of attack 
i s  required. Since i t  may be expected that future mi l i tary  
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design competitions will prescr ibe  the dynamic analyses to 
b e  ca r r i ed  out, i t  would seem logical to le t  a mi l i tary  agency 
coordinate and guide this  part icular  technology development, 
with commercia l  fallout. Ultimately i t  can be expected that 
some of the dynamic analyses will become requirements for 
certification of commercia l  airplanes.  F o r  that reason, the 
FAA should be kept informed of the developments and 
techniques , 
T h e  Propulsion Sys tem:  Instrumentation and Controls 
1. Pr incipal  Problem. Instrumentation and control  sys- 
t ems  on engines have seen little change since the introduction 
of jet engines. Even in  r e s e a r c h  and development, instru- 
mentation innovations have been r a r e ,  in  sharp  contras t  to 
the sophisticated innovations that the space industry has  
produced. W i t h  continued development of improved instru- 
mentation, control sys tems  and monitoring sys tems could 
be developed for improved maintenance procedures and for 
compatibility with the genera l  t rend toward automatic con- 
t ro ls .  The complex performance requirements of mi l i tary  
multimission a i rc ra f t  and of the SST have made i t  imperative 
that the propulsion system be actively controlled to i t s  
optimum performance under widely different conditions. 
Moreover, a large  payoff can be realized if engine health, 
or  lack of it, can be quantitatively described so that main- 
tenance can be carr ied  out only when necessary.  
2, State of the Art. Current  engine instrumentation con- 
s i s t s  mostly of measuring engine rpm, pressures ,  and tem- 
perakires  (but only in moderate-  and low-temperature zones). 
These pa ramete r s  a r e  then used to imply cer ta in  basic con- 
ditions, such a s  turbine inlet temperature (TIT). Recently 
some attempts have been made to measure  TIT directly and 
in a practical  manner a s  well a s  to detect  the onset of com- 
p ressor  surge. 
In general, engine resea rch  instrumentation i s  old- 
fashioned compared with the sophisticated techniques used 
in space and ordnance research.  
Most control sys tems a r e  of the open-loop hydro- 
mechanical type. Some attempts a r e  being made to evaluate 
fluidic systems,  and these have m e t  with a reasonable degree 
of success.  Electronic controls seem f a r  l e s s  developed 
in the United States than i n  England, where they have been 
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successful  on the Britannia and wi l l  be used on the Goacorde. 
The Concorde engine control  system demonstra tes  clearly 
one desirable feature, namely, i t s  capability to diagnose the 
sys tem's  own health. 
On-condition maintenance p romises  a sigliificant pay- 
off, even for subsonic transports .  However, a concerted ef- 
for t  to improve sensors  and diagnostic techniques i s  lacking. 
3.  Research and Development. Essentially no instru- 
mentation has  been developed for  jet  engine s, although the re  
- 
has  been some developed for  controls, part icularly fluidic 
engine controls. On-line maintenance investigations a r e  
ca r r i ed  out by a few air l ines,  but the investigations a r e  
seriously handicapped by cur ren t  instrumentation state of 
the art .  With continued development of advanced in strclmen- 
tation, control  sys tems and monitoring sys tems could h e  de- 
veloped for improved maintenance procedures and for  corn- 
patibility with the genera l  trend toward automatic controls, 
Recommendation: 
a. Develop new instrumentation sensors  that a r e  rugged, 
reliable, and fundamental to propulsion system control aitd 
health monitoring. In part icular ,  effort should be made to 
find practical  TIT sensors  and/or  sensors  of turbine va re  
and blade temperatures .  Also, a compressor  surge warning 
sensor  would provide a great  payoff. 
b. Develop for r e  sea rch  purposes miniaturized probes 
and t ransducers  for  detailed study of the flow phenomena in 
inlets, compressors ,  burners,  turbines, and nozzles, More 
sophisticated applications of well-known techniques should be 
evaluated actively (e.g., the application of SchEferen systems 
to compressor ,  turbine, and machinery research,  miniaturized 
telemetry, and diagnostic acoustics). 
c. Make a determined effort to develop propulsion sys- 
tem control technology. Systems should be developed 2nd 
flown in actual service to establish reliability and 
practicality. 
d. Develop a new concept for engine health monitoring 
and i t s  relationship with engine maintenance, including new 
sensors,  improved specific diagnostic techniques, a ~ d  im- 
proved hardware to keep records  of engine health data with 
- 
a minimum of human participation. 
4. SuggesteaCovernment Role. The agency most suited 
for  the ro le  of central  coordinator and organizer i s  NASA, 
- 
but emphasis must  be placed on obtaining timely solutions. 
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Giose liaison should be maintained with industry, the military, 
and the FAA so that new ideas can be applied with minimum 
delay. 
The engine industry and NASA both should tackle the 
in strcmentation problems. Significant advances i n  control 
technology require an overa l l  national objective with parallel,  
competitive efforts. Close cooperation will be required be- 
tween engine, control, and a i r f rame  manufacturers.  Actual 
use i n  flight, e.g,, mi l i tary  airplanes, s e e m s  a n  inescapable 
prerequisi te fo r  wide acceptance i n  commercia l  aviation. 
T h e  Propulsion System: Fuels 
1, Principal  Problems. The introduction of a i rcraf t  that 
a r e  l a rge r  and in some c a s e s  possessed of higher performance 
than current  a i r c ra f t  suggests the need fo r  improved fuels. 
2, State of the Art, Fuels  in  use today a r e  generally 
s imi lar  to o r  minor improvements of fuels in use for  the pas t  
decade of civil jet operation. 
3. Research and Development. The development of new 
fuels offers  possibilities of improved efficiency, reduced 
weight, increased safety, and reduced a i r  pollution, although 
no single new fuel will be likely to possess  a l l  of these im- 
provements. Some of the new fuels may require the develop- 
ment of new engine cycles in  o rde r  to rea l ize  fully the benefits 
to be obtained. 
Recommendation: 
a. Encourage r e s e a r c h  and development to achieve 
practical  availability of new fuels providing for  the be s t  
combination of efficiency, weight, safety, and pollution 
character is t ics .  
b. Encourage r e s e a r c h  and development of propulsion 
sys tems compatible with the character is t ics  of any promising 
new fuels developed. 
4. Suggested Government Role. Continued support f o r  and 
coordination of r e sea rch  and development efforts  by government 
agencies is recommended. The cur ren t  government-industry 
cooperation should be maintained. 
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